
 

Think of this as a more advanced calculator with some powerful mathematical functions. Use it to do everything from simple
math to advanced calculations. This software has the following features: + Some basic mathematical operations like addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division. + The ability to assign variables for future use in calculations + Mathematical symbols -
the most common are available on keyboard shortcuts Shift-2nd letter/number used in Arial font (e.g., "x" is equal to 10+2). +
Ability to store and recall results in variables. + The ability to set time intervals for calculations, to be performed when the
software is activated (up to 98 hours). + The ability to convert the system's date/time zone (in 24-hour format) to your language
or region. + Additional functions like trigonometric functions, logarithms, exponential function, etc.. + Speed sensitive mode -
higher speed processor (mainly Pentium II 400 Mhz) is recommended for higher speed. If you like this software check out V4
Calculator by CyberSmotion that includes these features:

DOS version 2. 50 (released 28.03.1994) is an older version full-featured calculator. Features like the ability to use symbols,
math functions and other tools were later removed in DOS 5.0 (released 1995-01-01). The first stand-alone version of DOS
Calculator was released in August 1997 with some additional features. Later versions included features like foreign currencies,
fractions (addition and subtraction), limits (integer limits) and computer algebra systems (CAS) like Mathematica software for
Windows. DOS 6.0 (released 1998-02-01) is software that includes many features of today's Windows versions of V5.0 and
V5.1 calculators except the ability to save answers in files. It has an algebraic form, fractions, limits, logs and trigonometric
functions too. The internal database used for calculations are the larger The Turbo C compiler version 5.0.2 or higher. This
program is not compatible with DOS 6.22 (released 1999-01-01). DOS 7.0 (released 2002-05) includes all features of DOS 6.0
except for the ability to use files with answers and other advanced applications like Calc VCL or Mathlab, etc. The internal
database used for calculations are the largest ones in its class, Turbo C 1.1 or higher, while it uses the second largest DB that
Microsoft Excel 5.0 or 6.0x users will find familiar to use in Microsoft's Windows Forms technology too.
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